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July 25th, 2017,
Good day ladies and gentlemen!

I have in mind a series of three essay-presentations -- probably more than this once I get into these three essays -- but I will zero in on three for the moment, all dealing with the inter-relationship between the id, my extrapolated version of the Oedipal Complex (The MOLD Complex or any of a small assortment of other names and/or acronyms/abbreviations that I have attached or keep attaching to this still evolving concept such as 'The Memory-Trauma-Seduction-Oedipal -- MTSO -- Complex) -- and the ego.

As I see the essay-presentations unfolding in my mind right now, I envision the first essay to be on 'The General Semantics -- Language, Meaning, and Metaphysics -- of The Id'.

Essay-Presentation 2, I envision to be on 'Pre-conscious Oedipal Transference Memories: The Creating of The MOLD Complex -- and Its Non-Dissolution'.

Essay-Presentation 3 will be on 'Consciousness, Pre-Consciousness, and Unconsciousness: A New Topography of The Id, Oedipal (MOLD or MTSO Complex, Ego, and The Superego'.

This could be subject to modification or change depending on how the first two essay-presentations unfold.

My longest version of The MOLD Complex defies any kind of name -- or even acronym or abbreviation...


Most of the ideas contained in the above paragraph have been running through my essays for quite a while now. However, there are a couple of new facets to this Complex -- and The mainly Oedipal Period Template that this 'Master Complex' was born from in conjunction with the early id-ego activities of the mind. This will be the subject matter of Essay 2 in the trilogy.

Most of the ideas contained in the above paragraph have been running through my essays for quite a while now. However, there are a couple of new facets to this Complex -- and The mainly Oedipal Period Template that this 'Master Complex' was born from in conjunction with the early id-ego activities of the mind. This will be the subject matter of Essay 2 in the trilogy.

Please join me...through this evolving progression.
-- David Gordon Bain
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